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Abstract This paper reports new hierarchical

cementitious composites developed using microcrys-

talline cellulose (MCC), sisal fibers and cetyltrimethy-

lammonium bromide (CTAB) as the dispersing agent.

MCC was dispersed in water without and with CTAB

at different concentrations using ultrasonication and

the optimum CTAB concentration for achieving

homogeneous and stable MCC suspensions was found

to be 40%. Hierarchical composites were fabricated

using MCC (0.1–1.5 wt% of cement), sisal fibers

(20 mm, 0.25% and 0.50 wt% of cement), 40% CTAB

and tri-butyl phosphate as the defoaming agent.

Mechanical strengths of composites improved signif-

icantly at 0.1 wt% MCC, which along with 0.5% sisal

fibers improved compressive and flexural strengths by

* 24% and * 18%, respectively. The hybrid rein-

forcement exhibited a synergistic effect on the fracture

behavior of composites improving the fracture energy

up to 40%. Hierarchical composites also showed

improved fiber-matrix bonding, lower porosity and

water absorption, superior hydration, carbonation

resistance and durability up to 90 ageing cycles.
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Introduction

Concrete is the most widely used construction material

in buildings, bridges and infrastructures due its

adaptability and low cost (Brandt 2008). It is a

composite material composed of a cement matrix

reinforced with fine and coarse aggregates (Brandt

2008). Cement is produced in more than 150 countries

and the global production capacity of cement was

4200 million tons in 2016 (International Energy

Agency 2020). However, the major disadvantage of

concrete is its low tensile strength and fracture

toughness (Brandt 2008). Its brittleness and suscepti-

bility to crack formation and degradation reduce its

performance and durability, requiring frequent main-

tenance and increasing its vulnerability towards nat-

ural disasters (Parveen et al. 2015). The incorporation

of plant-based fibers into cementitious composites was

found to be an effective and low cost solution for

improving brittle nature of cementitious composites

(Onésippe et al. 2010; Fu et al. 2017). Plant fibers such

as sisal, hemp, jute, etc. can delay or prevent crack

propagation in cementitious composites due to their

crack-bridging ability (Onésippe et al. 2010; Fu et al.

2017). Besides available abundantly and low-cost,

plant fibers present important environmental benefits

as compared to synthetic fibers and metals and is,

therefore, a more sustainable reinforcement for con-

crete. A number of studies demonstrated that short and

randomly distributed plant fibers could effectively

improve toughness and ductility of cementitious

composites by bridging cracks and sustaining a

considerable amount of load even after the peak or

failure stress (Savastano et al. 2009; Silva et al. 2009;

Fan and Fu 2016). However, reductions of elastic

modulus and strength of cementitious composites have

been themajor drawback of plant fiber reinforcements,

limiting their application in construction (Fujiyama

et al. 2014) Poor fiber-matrix bonding, problem in

compaction, fiber aggregation, etc. were reported as

the main reasons for increased porosity and inferior

strength and stiffness of plant fiber-reinforced cemen-

titious composites (Fujiyama et al. 2014).

A recently proposed approach to overcome above

problems is to extract nano/macro-scale materials

from plant fibers or plant-based cellulose and use them

in the cementitious composites (Balea et al. 2019).

These nano/micro structures such as nanocrystalline

cellulose (NCC), nanofibrillated cellulose (NFC),

microcrystalline cellulose (MCC), microfibrillated

cellulose (MFC), etc. offer a high modulus and

strength, high surface area, excellent bonding with

cementitious matrices, good compaction and dense

composite microstructure and consequently, signifi-

cantly improved the mechanical properties of cemen-

titious composites (Das et al. 2009; Parveen et al.

2017a; Balea et al. 2019; Hisseine et al. 2019;

Tarchoun et al. 2019). Although a positive effect

was observed by NFC on the toughness of cementi-

tious composites (Haddad Kolour et al. 2020) prob-

ably due to its fibrillar structure with a high aspect

ratio, CNC and MCC (due to their high stiffness and

low aspect ratio) did not show any positive effect (or

even deteriorated in some studies) on the toughness

and ductility of cementitious composites (Parveen

et al. 2017b, 2018). To overcome this, hierarchical

cementitious composites have been developed more

recently by combining two types of reinforcements,

one of which improved the strength and stiffness (i.e.

the pre-cracking mechanical behavior) whereas the

other reinforcement enhanced the toughness and

ductility (i.e. the post-cracking behavior) (Alshaghel

et al. 2018; Cao et al. 2019). For example, a

combination of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with MCC

was used to improve both pre and post-cracking

mechanical behavior of cementitious composites, in

which MCC mainly improved the stiffness and

strength, whereas CNTs controlled the post-cracking

fracture behavior through crack-bridging (Alshaghel

et al. 2018). Although CNTs were proved to be an

excellent reinforcing material for developing high-

strength and ductile cementitious composites, their

high cost, processing problems and toxicity limited

their application in the construction industry. Due to

this reason, the present research proposed a new

hierarchical cementitious composite containing low-

cost, less hazardous and renewable plant-based rein-

forcing materials, namely MCC and plant fibers, as an

alternative to CNT-based cementitious composites.

MCC has recently attracted research attention as a

reinforcement of polymeric and cementitious com-

posites due to its high mechanical properties, low cost

and commercial availability (Anju et al. 2016; Reh-

man et al. 2019; Mohan Bhasney et al. 2020).

However, it was observed that the reinforcing capa-

bility of MCC in cementitious composites was

strongly dependent on the MCC dispersion state

(Gómez Hoyos et al. 2013; Parveen et al.
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2017b, 2018). While direct mixing of MCC into

cementitious composites (without any dispersion step)

could not improve or even deteriorated the mechanical

properties (Gómez Hoyos et al. 2013), MCC disper-

sion using mechanical stirring and ultrasonication

resulted in 20.5% and 19.2% improvements in flexural

strength and 19.8% and 51.4% improvements in

compressive strengths, respectively (Silva et al.

2018; Parveen et al. 2018). Moreover, an improved

MCC dispersion using a non-ionic surfactant such as

Pluronic F-127 further improved the mechanical

properties of cementitious composites (flexural and

compressive strength improved by 31% and 66%,

respectively) (Parveen et al. 2017b). Therefore, to

improve the reinforcing ability of MCC in hierarchical

composites, CTAB has been used for the first time for

fabricating MCC-sisal hierarchical cementitious com-

posites. CTAB is a cationic surfactant and it was

selected in the present study as it can act by both steric

stabilization and coulombic repulsion mechanisms

(Eyley and Thielemans 2014).

To summarize, according to the extensive research

carried out on plant fiber-reinforced cementitious

composites, plant fibers could significantly improve

the ductility of cementitious composites, but reduced

the modulus and strength. Recently, a few studies,

which used MCC for the reinforcement of cementi-

tious composites, demonstrated that MCC could

significantly improve modulus and strength, but

reduced the fracture energy of cementitious compos-

ites. The development of hierarchical composites

combining two types of reinforcements (such as

MCC and CNTs) proved to be an effective approach

of improving modulus, strength as well as ductility of

cementitious composites and therefore, the present

research focused on developing hierarchical compos-

ites based on sisal fibers and MCC. The concept of

developing hierarchical composites using a cementi-

tious matrix is relatively new (has been extensively

studied in polymeric composites). The hierarchical

composites developed using sisal fibers and MCC are

based on bio-based, low-cost and eco-friendly rein-

forcements, but have been rarely studied in the

literature. The concept of tailoring cementitious

composite’s properties (i.e. strength and ductility)

through the synergistic effect of these macro–micro

fiber reinforcements is also quite new. Moreover,

CTAB was used for the first time in this research to

improve MCC dispersion in hierarchical cementitious

composites. As MCC dispersion is one of the most

critical factors influencing composite properties,

attempts were made to study the effect of this

surfactant and optimize its concentration to enhance

MCC dispersion and composite properties. In addi-

tion, this research made the first attempt of character-

izing the durability (through accelerated aging test) of

hierarchical cementitious composites. Although pre-

vious studies characterized the durability of sisal and

other plant fiber-reinforced cementitious composites,

no study has characterized the durability of MCC-

reinforced or hierarchical cementitious composites.

This was performed to investigate if the hierarchical

reinforcement had any positive effect on the long-term

performance of cementitious composites. A system-

atic study has been performed to investigate the

influence of CTAB concentration on MCC dispersion

for finding the optimum CTAB concentration. Also,

the microstructure, porosity, hydration products,

mechanical properties and durability of MCC-sisal

hierarchical cementitious composites have been stud-

ied in detail.

Experimental

Raw materials

MCC (Avicel� PH-101, price 163€/kg) powder,

CTAB and Pluronic F-127 were supplied by Sigma

Aldrich (Portugal). The defoaming agent, Tri-butyl

phosphate (TBP) was supplied by Acros Organics

(Thermo Fischer Scientific) and Ordinary Portland

Cement (OPC), CEM I 42.5 R (International standard:

ASTM-C150, Type V) was supplied by Secil (Portu-

gal). The standard sand, certified according to EN

196-1 standard, was purchased from Société Nouvelle

du Littoral (France) and sisal fibers were supplied

from Brazil (price: 1.4 €/kg). The supplied fibers were
cut into 20 mm lengths for use in the cementitious

composites and into 20 cm lengths for the pull-out

testing. Essential properties of above raw materials

and chemicals are listed in Table 1.

The morphology of MCC and sisal fibers was

characterized by Scanning Electron Microscope

(FEG-SEM, NOVA 200 Nano SEM, FEI, after a

coating with 30 nm Au–Pd) and is shown in Fig. 1. It

is evident from Table 1 and Fig. 1 that both MCC

particle size and sisal fiber diameter were in the
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micron range; however, sisal fibers had lengths in

millimeter scale (20 mm) and therefore, their combi-

nation formed a hybrid reinforcement consisting of

cellulosic materials from different length scales and

with different morphology.

Experimental methods

Preparation of aqueous MCC suspensions

Aqueous suspensions of MCC were prepared for

dispersion study as well as for fabricating cementi-

tious composites. To prepare the suspensions, weighed

amount of MCC powder was added to 20 mL of

distilled water. The amounts of MCC added to water

were 0.1%, 0.2%, 0,4%, 0.6%, 0.8%, 1%, 1.2%, 1.5%,

1.6%, 2.0% and 3.0% MCC (by weight of water).

Then, MCC was mixed properly with water with the

help of magnetic stirring and soaked for 2 days.

Following that, CTAB was added to the suspensions

through magnetic stirring for 10 min. The amounts of

CTAB added to the suspensions were 20%, 40% and

60% of MCC weight. MCC suspensions were then

sonicated in a bath ultrasonicator (Sonica� Ultrasonic

Clear) for 15 min. The suspensions for developing

cementitious composites were prepared using the

above process but with the optimized amount of

CTAB along with the defoaming agent, TBP. To

compare the dispersion ability of CTAB with that of

previously used Pluronic F-127 surfactant (Parveen

Table 1 Properties of raw materials used for developing hierarchical cementitious composites

Material Properties Values

MCC (Avicel� PH-101)a Particle size, Sauter diameter, shape 2 to 260 lm, 49 lm, larger fibrous rods

to smaller irregular cuboids

Moisture content and solid density * 3 wt%, 1.54 g/cm3

Sisal fibres Size 20 mm and 20 cm

Ordinary Portland Cement

(CEM I 42.5 R)b
Product composition 95-100% clinker ? 0-5% additional

components

Loss on ignition B 5.0%

Insoluble residue B 5.0%

Sulphur trioxide (SO3) B 4.0%

Chloride (Cl-) B 0.1%

Initial setting time C 60 min

Soundness B 10 mm

2 days compressive strength C 20.0 MPa

28 days compressive strength C 42.5 MPa and B 62.5 MPa

Sand

(CEN-EN 196-1)c
Moisture and SiO2 content B 0.2%, C 95%

Particle size distribution

Square mesh size (mm) Cumulative sieve residue

2.00 0

1.60 7 ± 5

1.00 33 ± 5

0.50 67 ± 5

0.16 87 ± 5

0.08 99 ± 1

CTABa Type Cationic surfactant

Average molecular weight, Critical

micelle concentration (CMC), pH

364.5 g/mol, 0.92 to 1.0 mM, 6.0-7.5

Pluronic� F-127a Type, molecular weight, CMC Non-ionic, 12500 g/mol, 950-1000 ppm

aSource: Sigma Aldrich. bSource: www.secil.pt. cSource: www.tecnilab.pt
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et al. 2017b), aqueous suspensions with differentMCC

concentrations were also prepared using 20% Pluronic

F-127 (of MCC weight) using the same process.

Characterization of quality of MCC suspensions

Optical microscopy The aqueous suspensions of

MCC and MCC containing CTAB were

characterized for dispersion homogeneity,

sedimentation and agglomeration by observing

visually and through optical microscopy (Olympus

BH-2) after 48 h of their preparation. The optical

microscopy was performed using a drop of MCC

suspension taken on a glass slide and observing at

different locations of suspensions under different

magnifications. The overall homogeneity or MCC

distribution in the suspensions and the presence of

individually dispersed and agglomerated MCC were

observed and compared for different suspensions.

UV–Vis spectroscopy Aqueous suspensions

containing different concentrations of MCC and

MCC with CTAB were characterized by UV–Vis

spectroscopy (UV-2401PC, UV–VIS Recording

Spectrophotometer, Shimadzu) to measure

absorption intensity (after 48 h of preparation). The

concentration of only well dispersed MCC was

characterized by UV–Vis spectroscopy as

agglomerated MCC settled down at the bottom of

the suspensions. The absorption intensity at 300 nm

was compared for different suspensions to find out the

optimum MCC and CTAB concentrations.

Fabrication of plain and hierarchical cementitious

composites

The fabrication of plain mortar samples was carried

out by mixing OPC (450 g), standardized sand

(1350 g) and distilled water (225 mL) in the propor-

tion of 1:3:0.5 using a Hobart mixer according to NP

EN 196-1:2006 standard. Hierarchical cementitious

composites were prepared by adding MCC aqueous

suspensions (225 mL, containing 40% CTAB and

TBP) and sisal fibers to the cement and standardized

sand mixture. The amounts of MCC added to the

cement mixture were 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8%,

1.0% and 1.5% on the weight of cement. The amounts

of sisal fibers were 0.25% and 0.50% of cement

weight. The MCC aqueous suspensions were imme-

diately used after their preparation to avoid MCC

sedimentation. CTAB produced foam in the cement

mixture and therefore, TBP was used to suppress foam

formation. In order to find out the optimum ratio of

TBP, cementitious composites were fabricated with

0%, 50%, 75% and 100% TBP (on the weight of

CTAB). After proper mixing, the prepared mortar

paste was poured into standard rectangular molds with

dimensions of 160 mm 9 40 mm 9 40 mm and kept

in a humid chamber according to NP EN 196-1:2006

standard. After 24 h, the samples were demolded and

kept under water for 28 days to carry out hydration.

After 28 days, the samples were taken out from water,

wiped out and then tested for flexural and compressive

properties. Another set of samples containing only

MCC (0.1 wt% and 1.0 wt%) and only sisal fibers

Fig. 1 Morphology of MCC (a) and sisal fibers as characterized through SEM (b)
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(0.25 wt% and 0.50 wt%) were prepared for the

comparison purpose using the same procedure but

without using CTAB and TBP.

Characterization of processability of mortar paste

The flow behavior of plain mortar paste and pastes of

hierarchical composites were measured using a flow

table disc according to EN 1015-3:2004 standard. This

test was performed to analyze the influence of MCC,

sisal fibers and surfactant on the flow behavior of

mortar paste. The flow behavior was characterized

from the diameters of mortar paste measured in both

horizontal and vertical directions on a flow table disc

after standardized vertical impacts. A larger paste

diameter indicated superior flow properties and pro-

cessability of mortar. The average of the horizontal

and vertical diameters has been calculated and

presented in this paper.

Characterization of mechanical performance

Flexural and compressive strength Plain mortar and

hierarchical cementitious composites were

characterized for flexural and compressive properties

according to NP EN 196-1:2006 standard. The fracture

energy in the flexural mode was calculated from the

area under the load-elongation curves using Origin

software. For flexural testing, 3 prism shaped

specimens with 160 mm 9 40 mm 9 40 mm

dimension from each composite category were tested

at 50 N/s speed using a preload of 50 N. The

compression test was performed on the two halves of

the ruptured specimens from the flexural test, i.e., on

80 mm 9 40 mm 9 40 mm samples at a 500 N/s

testing speed.

Fiber-matrix interfacial bonding Single fiber pull-

out test was performed to determine adhesion of sisal

fibers to the cementitious matrix in both plain mortar

and hierarchical composites. A single sisal fiber

(20 cm) was inserted (at 2 cm depth) in a cylindrical

shaped mold (2.54 cm diameter) containing plain

mortar or hierarchical composite pastes. The

cylindrical samples were hydrated for 7 and 28 days.

Ten samples were prepared for each type of

composites. After curing, the specimens were tested

in a dynamometer (Hounsfield H10 KS) with a 2500 N

load cell and at a speed of 2 mm/min. Force was

applied to the sisal fiber until it was completely

removed from the matrix or ruptured, and the force–

displacement curve was recorded.

Fracture behavior through digital image

correlation The fracture and crack propagation in

cementitious composites were studied using digital

image correlation (DIC) technique. Tests were

performed on plain mortar and hierarchical

composites containing 0.5% sisal with and without

0.1% MCC (160 mm 9 40 mm 9 40 mm). After

hydration, a notch of 6 mm was introduced into the

samples according to Single Edge Notched Bend

(SENB) configuration. The surface of the specimens

was painted with a white synthetic paint and next, a

black paint was sprayed. This contrast allowed to

study the samples using DIC, comparing the images

taken in every 2 s. The fracture behavior and crack

propagation were studied in the flexural mode. Loads

and crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD)were

recorded using linear variable differential transducers

and the images were processed using the GOM

Correlate software.

Characterization of microstructure of cementitious

composites

Characterization of density and pore structure The

density of plain mortar and selected hierarchical

cementitious were measured using Pycnometry by

intrusion of Helium gas. The analysis was carried out

on Micromeritics equipment (model: AccuPyc II

1340) in cycles of three determinations per aliquot.

The samples were taken from the composites after

fracturing in mechanical tests (flexural and

compressive). Then the samples were stored in

hermetically sealed plastic containers kept in the

laboratory at room temperature. Prior to the testing,

the samples were dried at 60 �C for 24 h and kept in a

desiccator. The samples were broken into a size of

approximately 1 cm3 for the measurement. Pore size

distribution and porosity of plain mortar and selected

hierarchical cementitious composites (0.1%

MCC ? 0.5% sisal) were analyzed using mercury

intrusion porosimetry (MIP) in Micromeritics

AutoPore IV 9500 V1.07 instrument, according to

BS ISO 15901-1:2005 standard. In MIP, the pore size

distribution was determined by forcing mercury into a

sample (1 cm3) under increasing pressure and
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measuring the volume of mercury intruded as a

function of pressure. A pressure range of 0.0007 to

414 MPa was used to allow measurement of pore size

ranging from 340 lm to 5 nm. An advancing/receding

contact angle of mercury of 130o and surface tension

of 0.485 N/m were used.

Characterization of hydration products through DTG

and XRD analyses Hydrated specimens (after

mechanics tests) were stored in hermetically sealed

plastic containers (to avoid carbonation) kept in the

laboratory at room temperature for thermogravimetric

analysis (TGA). Prior to the analysis, specimens were

dried at 60 �C for 48 h and then crushed to make a

powder. Plain mortar and selected hierarchical

cementitious composites were characterized by TGA

(Hitachi STA 7200) in a nitrogen atmosphere at a

heating rate of 10 �C/min up to a temperature of

900 �C. The quantitative estimation of different

hydration products such as C-S–H, Ca(OH)2,

CaCO3, etc. was performed using derivative

thermogravimetry (DTG) curves of the specimens.

The influence of MCC on the hydration degree of

cement was studied from this characterization. Plain

mortar and selected hierarchical cementitious

composites were characterized using X-ray

diffraction (XRD) to investigate various hydration

products. XRD analysis was carried out using Bruker

D8 Discover diffractometer in the angle range of 5�–
70� with step size of 0.04 and 2 s per step.

Characterization of durability of cementitious

composites

Measurement of water absorption Water absorption

due to capillary action in hardened mortar and

cementitious composites was characterized

according to BS EN 1015-18: 2002 standard.

Samples with 160 mm 9 40 mm 9 40 mm size

were sealed with silicone on four long faces and

ruptured in flexure in two halves. Subsequently, the

samples were oven dried at 60 ± 5 �C until a constant

weight was obtained. The samples were then

immersed in water at a depth of 5 to 10 mm in a

suitable container (plastic box with a wide flat area).

This test was performed over a total period of 30 days

on plain mortar and composite samples containing

0.1%MCC and 0.5% sisal fibers (both on the weight of

cement). The coefficient of water absorption was

calculated from the slope of the straight line

connecting the representative points of

measurements made at 10 min and 90 min of

immersion, according to the following formula:

C ¼ 0:1 � m2� m1ð Þ
A � t0:5

ð1Þ

where m1 is the sample mass after 10 min immersion

in gm, m2 is the sample mass after 90 min immersion

in gm, A is the cross-sectional area of the specimen in

contact with water, t is the time in min.

Measurement of carbonation resistance The

determination of carbonation resistance of plain

mortar and cementitious composites at accelerated

conditions was performed according to EN 12390-12:

2010 standard. The prism shaped samples were

conditioned in a laboratory environment for 14 days

prior to sealing the top, bottom and two opposite side

faces of the specimens. After sealing of all but two

faces, the samples were placed in a storage chamber

with a carbon dioxide level of 4.0 ± 0.5%,

temperature of 20 ± 2 �C and relative humidity of

55 ± 5% for a period of at least 70 days. After each

exposure period (2, 4, 9, 14, 21, 28, 56 and 70 days), a

50 mm slice was broken from each sample and

observed for carbonation depth. After splitting off a

slice, the split end faces of the samples were sealed and

the sample was then returned to the storage chamber.

Accelerated ageing test The durability of plain

mortar and hierarchical cementitious composite

samples (with 0.1% MCC ? 0.5% sisal) was

evaluated by subjecting them to accelerated aging

cycles in a climatic chamber (Fitoclima 1000EC45) at

a temperature range of -10 �C to ?30 �C and a

relative humidity up to 90%. The samples were tested

after 28 days of water cure and subsequent 14 days

cure at room temperature and tested for 9 cycles, 18

cycles, 27 cycles and 90 cycles corresponding to 6, 12,

18 and 60 days in the climate chamber. After the

period of exposure, the samples were oven dried at

60 �C and characterized for compressive strength.

Sisal fibers removed from the samples were

characterized by scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

(FTIR) to observe change in their morphology and

chemical structure.
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Results and discussion

Dispersion state of microcrystalline cellulose

MCC aqueous suspensions prepared without CTAB

and with 20%, 40% and 60% of CTAB, after 15 min of

ultrasonication are shown in Fig. 2. MCC concentra-

tion in these suspensions was varied from 1 to 3 wt%.

CTAB is a ionic surfactant possessing a cationic head

group which can interact with the anionic surface of

MCC particles, which are then stabilized due to the

ionic and steric repulsions between the surfactant

molecules (Eyley and Thielemans 2014), as schemat-

ically presented in Fig. 3. The N? cations of CTAB

molecules get attracted by the Cl- anions on the MCC

surface (generated during Avicel� PH-101 MCC

synthesis due to acid hydrolysis by HCl, as per the

manufacturer’s information) and the stabilization of

MCC occurs due to ionic (due to positive charge) and

steric repulsions (due to long aliphatic tails) between

CTAB molecules. From Fig. 2b, it can be clearly

observed that MCC suspensions with 40% CTAB had

a better MCC dispersion (the suspensions appeared to

be more white) as compared to suspensions without

CTAB as well as with 20% and 60% of CTAB. The

later suspensions appeared to be more transparent due

to lower amount of dispersed MCC and more

sedimentation at the bottom of the vials. Previous

studies also indicated a better MCC dispersion at an

optimum concentration (20%) of Pluronic F-127

surfactant and at higher or lower Pluronic concentra-

tions, the stability of the suspensions deteriorated

(Parveen et al. 2017b). This could be attributed to the

fact that at high concentrations CTAB molecules

could form considerable amount of micelles resulting

in sedimentation of MCC particles. This was previ-

ously evidenced in case of CNT dispersion with

CTAB above critical micellar concentrations (Rastogi

et al. 2008; Clark et al. 2011). This observation has

Fig. 2 1–3 wt%MCC suspensions prepared without and with 20%, 40% and 60% CTAB observed through optical microscopy (a) and
visually (b)

Fig. 3 Schematic of MCC stabilization by CTAB molecules
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been confirmed from the optical micrographs pre-

sented in Fig. 2a. It is clear that the MCC dispersion

was more homogeneous at 40% CTAB concentration

as compared to the 20% and 60% CTAB-based

suspensions, which showed significant MCC

agglomeration.

The agglomerated area calculated from optical

micrographs is presented in Fig. 4. It supports the

qualitative observation, i.e. the highest agglomerated

area was noticed in suspensions prepared without

surfactant and the lowest value was achieved with

40% CTAB. It can also be noticed from both optical

micrographs and agglomerated area that the increase

in MCC concentration increased MCC agglomeration

at all CTAB concentrations, which was also previ-

ously noticed in case MCC suspensions prepared with

or without surfactants (Parveen et al. 2017b, 2018).

The MCC agglomerated area obtained with CTAB in

the present study was significantly lower as compared

to suspensions prepared with only ultrasonication

(Parveen et al. 2017a) (which resulted in * 16%

agglomerates using 30 min ultrasonication as com-

pared to only * 5% agglomerates using CTAB and

15 min ultrasonication) due to the positive role of

CTAB in MCC dispersion. Also, it is clear from Fig. 4

that the agglomerated area was significantly lower in

all CTAB concentrations (and much lower with 40%

CTAB) as compared to the Pluronic F-127 based

suspensions, indicating better MCC dispersion ability

of CTAB as compared to Pluronic F-127. This could

be due to the fact that Pluronic F-127 can stabilize

MCC particles only through steric stabilization

(Parveen et al. 2017b), whereas both steric and ionic

repulsion mechanisms are possible with CTAB. The

UV–Vis absorbance of suspensions containing differ-

ent MCC concentrations (0–3 wt%) at 300 nm is

presented in Fig. 5 (see Fig. 15, Appendix for UV–Vis

spectra). It is notable that absorbance increased with

MCC concentrations; the increase was linear at low

MCC concentrations confirming that MCC added to

the suspensions remained in the dispersed phase.

However, deviation of the curves from a linear shape

at higher concentrations indicated that some amount of

added MCC resulted in agglomeration and sedimen-

tation at higher MCC concentrations, as also observed

earlier in case of CNT suspensions (Rastogi et al.

2008). It can be clearly observed that the absorbance

of suspensions with 40% CTAB concentration was

significantly higher indicating higher quantity of

dispersed particles and better dispersion quality as

compared to the other concentrations. This finding

supports the observations made in visual observation

and optical microscopy presented in Figs. 2 and 4. It

can also be observed that 20% Pluronic F-127 based

suspensions showed lower absorbance as compared to

40% CTAB based suspensions, indicating a superior

stability of MCC suspensions with 40% CTAB as

compared to 20% Pluronic F-127. Based on these

experimental observations, 40% CTAB was selected

as the optimum surfactant concentration for dispersing

MCC and subsequently fabricating cementitious

composites.

Quality of freshly prepared mortar pastes

The consistence, which represents the flow properties

or workability of fresh pastes of plain mortar and

Fig. 4 Agglomerated area of MCC in different suspensions

prepared without and with CTAB

Fig. 5 Absorbance of MCC suspensions (at 300 nm) at

different concentrations (0–3 wt%)
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hierarchical composites, is presented in Fig. 6a from

which the influence of MCC and sisal fiber content on

the consistence can be observed. An increase in sisal

fiber content from 0.25 to 0.5 wt% reduced the flow

behavior of composites up to 0.4 wt% MCC (which

was mainly due to water absorption by sisal fibers),

after which it became similar. At the same sisal fiber

content, flow properties of fresh mortar first decreased

up to 0.2% MCC and then increased until 0.8% MCC,

after which it started to decrease again. The initial

decrease in consistence was attributed to the water

retention by hydrophilic MCC (similar to sisal fibers),

reducing flow properties of the mortar paste. At higher

MCC %, the increased amount of surfactant used

could improve the flow properties by ensuring proper

dispersion of both cement and MCC particles. It was

also noticed in the previous studies that an excessive

use of surfactant resulted in considerable increase in

the consistence of mortar paste (Parveen et al. 2015).

At a MCC concentration higher than 0.8% (i.e., 1.6%

in aqueous suspension), a considerable increase in

MCC agglomeration (as shown in Fig. 2) resulted in

further decrease in the flow properties. It is also

evident from Fig. 6a that the flow properties of mortar

paste was more influenced by MCC at higher concen-

trations as compared to sisal fiber (in the studied

range) mainly due to higher surface area of MCC that

led to rapid water absorption or severe agglomeration,

affecting flow properties considerably.

Although the use of CTAB proved helpful in

maintaining flow properties of mortar paste, it led to

significant production of air pockets in the mortar

paste, as previously reported in case of other surfac-

tants (Parveen et al. 2015, 2017b). An optimized

quantity of defoamer was extremely important to

suppress the produced foam (Parveen et al. 2015). If

the generation of foam was not suppressed, its

presence could lead to increase in porosity of hydrated

mortar and deterioration of mechanical properties

(Parveen et al. 2015). The influence of defoamer in

reducing pores can be seen in Fig. 6b. Pores on the

surface of hydrated samples can be clearly observed in

case of 0%, 50% and 75% TBP, while an increase in

the TBP % showed gradual reduction in the surface

porosity. The sample prepared with 100% TBP

exhibited very low surface porosity indicating effec-

tive suppression of foam by the defoamer. Previous

research on MCC-CNT reinforced cementitious com-

posites also suggested 1:1 as the optimumTBP: CTAB

ratio for preparing cementitious composites with low

porosity and good mechanical properties (Alshaghel

et al. 2018). In case of Pluronic F-127 surfactant, a

0.5:1 ratio of TBP: Pluronic was found sufficient in

suppressing foam formation and prepare composites

with low volume of pores (Alshaghel et al. 2018).

Mechanical properties of cementitious composites

Compressive and flexural strengths

The compressive and flexural strengths of plain

mortar, mortar with only MCC (0.1 wt% and 1.0

wt%) and only sisal fibers (0.25 wt% and 0.5 wt%) and

hierarchical cementitious composites developed using

Fig. 6 a Influence of MCC and sisal fiber on the flow values of fresh mortar paste and b influence of defoamer content on the quality of

cementitious composites
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MCC (0.1 to 1.5 wt%), sisal fibers (0.25 wt% and 0.50

wt%) and 40% CTAB are listed in Table 2. It can be

noticed that the use of only MCC (0.1 wt% and 1.0

wt%) improved the compressive strength significantly

(by * 21% and 17%, respectively), but deteriorated

the flexural strength. The negative effect of MCC on

the flexural strength (which was more affected by

voids and defects present in the composites than the

compressive strength) was attributed to the MCC

agglomerates which formed in the suspensions when

prepared without CTAB (see Fig. 2). The short

ultrasonic treatment for 15 min used in this research

could not effectively remove the MCC agglomerates

without using CTAB surfactant. Previous studies

which showed a positive effect of MCC on the flexural

strength of cementitious composites either used longer

durations of ultrasonication/mechanical stirring or

used surfactants (Parveen et al. 2017b, 2018; Silva

et al. 2018). It can also be noticed that the use of only

sisal fibers (0.25 wt% and 0.5 wt%) led to decrease in

both compressive and flexural strengths, as also

reported in the existing literature. However, the

influence of hybrid reinforcement on compressive

strength of mortar was quite positive and promising.

Compressive strength improved significantly at lower

MCC concentrations (e.g. 0.1 wt% MCC). 0.1%MCC

along with 0.25% and 0.5% sisal fibers improved

compressive strength by * 23% and * 24%, respec-

tively. Sisal fiber content, therefore, did not show any

significant positive influence on compressive strength,

as previously reported in other studies also (Fujiyama

et al. 2014). However, an increase in MCC %

drastically reduced the compressive strength owing

to MCC agglomeration (Parveen et al. 2017b, 2018;

Alshaghel et al. 2018; Silva et al. 2018), irrespective of

the sisal fiber content. A similar trend was also

observed in case of flexural strength, which was found

to be inferior at higher MCC concentrations ([ 1

wt%). However, in contrast to compressive strength,

an increase in sisal fiber content from 0.25 wt% to 0.5

wt% led to significant improvement in flexural

strength. The highest improvement in flexural strength

of * 18%was achieved with 0.1%MCC and 0.5 wt%

sisal fibers. The positive effect of sisal fibers on

flexural strength in the hierarchical composites could

be due to crack-bridging ability of sisal fibers

Table 2 Compressive strength of plain cement mortar and hierarchical cementitious composites

Samples Compressive

strength (MPa)

Increase (%) Flexural

strength (MPa)

Increase (%)

Plain mortar 42.3 ± 0.8 – 6.6 ± 0.1 –

0.1% MCC 51.0 ± 0.9 20.6 6.5 ± 0.1 - 1.5

1% MCC 49.5 ± 0.7 17.0 6.1 ± 0.2 - 7.6

0.25% sisal 40.8 ± 1.4 - 3.5 6.3 ± 0.7 - 4.5

0.5% sisal 39.4 ± 0.8 - 6.9 6.1 ± 0.5 - 7.5

0.1% MCC ? 0.25% sisal 51.9 ± 1.6 22.6 6.8 ± 0.1 2.2

0.2% MCC ? 0.25% sisal 40.3 ± 3.6 - 4.8 5.9 ± 0.2 - 11.9

0.4% MCC ? 0.25% sisal 34.7 ± 3.3 - 18.1 5.2 ± 0.2 - 22.3

0.6% MCC ? 0.25% sisal 33.7 ± 1.6 - 20.5 5.9 ± 0.7 - 10.8

0.8% MCC ? 0.25% sisal 11.9 ± 1.5 - 71.8 3.1 ± 0.1 - 53.4

1.0% MCC ? 0.25% sisal 41.2 ± 0.9 - 2.55 6.5 ± 0.1 - 2.3

1.5% MCC ? 0.25% sisal 40.4 ± 3.7 - 4.6 6.5 ± 1.0 - 2.7

0.1% MCC ? 0.50% sisal 52.5 ± 0.9 24.2 7.8 ± 0.4 18.2

0.2% MCC ? 0.50% sisal 38.1 ± 3.1 - 9.9 7.0 ± 0.3 4.7

0.4% MCC ? 0.50% sisal 32.9 ± 2.1 - 22.3 5.7 ± 0.6 - 14.9

0.6% MCC ? 0.50% sisal 36.6 ± 2.5 - 13.6 6.6 ± 0.2 - 1.1

0.8% MCC ? 0.50% sisal 42.7 ± 4.7 1.0 6.4 ± 1.1 - 3.5

1.0% MCC ? 0.50% sisal 41.8 ± 1.2 - 1.1 6.1 ± 0.3 - 7.9

1.5% MCC ? 0.50% sisal 39.5 ± 1.6 - 6.8 6.0 ± 0.2 - 8.9

The values in bold represent the positive values, i.e. increase in the compressive and flexural strengths
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(Savastano et al. 2009; Silva et al. 2009; Fujiyama

et al. 2014), which prevented a faster crack growth and

brittle failure of composites.

This can be confirmed from the flexural strain and

fracture energy data, listed in Table 3. The improve-

ments in compressive and flexural strengths were

lower in the developed hierarchical composites as

compared to MCC reinforced cementitious compos-

ites fabricated using ultrasonication and surfactants

(Parveen et al. 2017b, 2018). Previously reported

CNT-MCC hierarchical composites also showed

lower improvement in compressive and flexural

strengths as compared to MCC or CNT reinforced

cementitious composites, but superior fracture energy

and ductility (Alshaghel et al. 2018), as similar to the

hierarchical composites investigated in the present

study. While inferior dispersion of MCC-CNT hybrid

reinforcement as compared to the individual compo-

nents (i.e., MCC or CNT) was the main reason behind

lower strength of these hierarchical composites (Al-

shaghel et al. 2018), the lower strength of the studied

hierarchical composites was attributed to the negative

influence of sisal fibers on composite’s microstructure

and strength.

It can be observed from Table 3 that the use of only

MCC significantly reduced both flexural strain and

fracture energy of mortars. In case of hierarchical

composites, the flexural strain was significantly higher

than plain mortar at 0.1% MCC (at both 0.25% and

0.5% sisal fibers) and an increased MCC content

drastically reduced the flexural strain below the plain

mortar values, in most of the cases. The decreased

flexural strain due to MCC addition was observed

earlier in both cementitious and polymeric composites

and was attributed to the stiffening effect of MCC due

to its crystalline structure (Liu et al. 2017). The use of

only sisal fibers in mortars also showed negative

effects on both flexural strain and fracture energy;

however, the fracture energy was higher at the higher

sisal fiber content (although lower than plain mortar

values). The increase in sisal fiber content, in the

hierarchical composites, showed a positive influence

on the flexural strain of composites, increasing

by * 28% at 0.5% sisal fibers. A similar trend was

also noticed in case of fracture energy (at flexural

mode), which exhibited an increase of 40% over plain

mortar values with 0.1% MCC and 0.5% sisal fibers.

The increase in the flexural strain and fracture energy

of hierarchical composites due to sisal fibers was

mainly attributed to the crack bridging ability of sisal

fibers (Onésippe et al. 2010; Fu et al. 2017). It was

interesting to note that the incorporation of sisal fibers

Table 3 Flexural strain

and fracture energy of plain

mortar and hierarchical

composites

The values in bold represent

the positive values, i.e.

increase in the strain and

fracture energy

Samples Strain (%) Increase (%) Fracture energy (J) % Increase

Plain mortar 0.0057 ± 0.0002 – 0.27 ± 0.02 –

0.1% MCC 0.0056 ± 0.0002 - 1.7 0.16 ± 0.02 - 40.7

1% MCC 0.0052 ± 0.0003 - 8.8 0.16 ± 0.03 - 40.7

0.25% sisal 0.0055 ± 0.0004 - 3.5 0.23 ± 0.02 - 14.8

0.5% sisal 0.0053 ± 0.0006 - 7.0 0.26 ± 0.04 - 3.7

0.1% MCC ? 0.25% Sisal 0.0066 ± 0.0017 15.8 0.22 ± 0.05 - 15.4

0.2% MCC ? 0.25% Sisal 0.0035 ± 0.0003 - 38.5 0.18 ± 0.02 - 32.7

0.4% MCC ? 0.25% Sisal 0.0035 ± 0.0002 - 38.5 0.16 ± 0.01 - 40.6

0.6% MCC ? 0.25% Sisal 0.0041 ± 0.0004 - 28.1 0.21 ± 0.04 - 22.9

0.8% MCC ? 0.25% Sisal 0.0036 ± 0.0003 - 36.5 0.09 ± 0.01 - 67.7

1.0% MCC ? 0.25% Sisal 0.0054 ± 0.0003 - 5.8 0.26 ± 0.01 - 1.1

1.5% MCC ? 0.25% Sisal 0.0058 ± 0.0004 2.2 0.27 ± 0.06 2.9

0.1% MCC ? 0.50% Sisal 0.0073 ± 0.0005 27.8 0.37 ± 0.04 40.3

0.2% MCC ? 0.50% Sisal 0.0057 ± 0.0003 – 0.29 ± 0.01 8.2

0.4% MCC ? 0.50% Sisal 0.0046 ± 0.0004 - 18.7 0.22 ± 0.04 - 16.0

0.6% MCC ? 0.50% Sisal 0.0071 ± 0.0010 24.8 0.29 ± 0.02 10.1

0.8% MCC ? 0.50% Sisal 0.0060 ± 0.0004 5.8 0.28 ± 0.06 5.1

1.0% MCC ? 0.50% Sisal 0.0052 ± 0.0004 - 8.9 0.23 ± 0.02 - 11.7

1.5% MCC ? 0.50% Sisal 0.0048 ± 0.0003 - 15.9 0.23 ± 0.02 - 14.6
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resulted in a post-peak load-carrying capability and

prevented sudden failure of composites (as shown in

Fig. 16, Appendix). This type of post-cracking load-

carrying ability was also noticed earlier in case of

carbon nanofiber (CNF)-polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)

microfiber and CNF-steel fiber reinforced hierarchical

cementitious composites, in which PVA microfibers

and steel fibers mainly improved the post-cracking

behavior of composites (Metaxa et al. 2010; Alrekabi

et al. 2017). Therefore, the findings of the mechanical

characterisation suggests that the combination of

MCC and sisal fibers worked much better than the

individual components showing a synergistic effect

and as a result, the hybrid reinforcement was able to

significantly improve both strength and fracture

energy of mortars. In hierarchical composites, the

compressive strength was mainly improved by MCC,

whereas sisal fibers improved the flexural strength and

fracture energy.

Fracture behavior and interfacial bonding

The crack propagation behavior of plain mortar and

hierarchical the composites containing 0.1%MCC and

0.5% sisal fibers is shown in Figs. 7 and 8. It can be

noticed that a single macro-crack was formed in these

samples above the notch. The time for the fracture

initiation, to reach peak load and the end of the test is

listed in Table 4. It is clear that fracture initiated

quickly in the plain mortar sample, which also reached

the peak load and complete fracture (no load-bearing)

much quicker as compared to the samples containing

0.5% sisal fibers and hierarchical composites. More-

over, as compared to sisal fiber composites, hierarchi-

cal composites showed a delayed fracture initiation

and reached peak load earlier although continued to

bear the load for a longer period of time. The longer

fracture initiation and completion times in case of

hierarchical composites as compared to sisal fiber

composites clearly suggests a synergistic effect of the

hybrid reinforcement on the fracture behavior and is

expected to result due to effective load-sharing

between MCC and sisal fibers controlling the fracture

of composites. This was also supported by the fracture

energy values, which increased by 40% in case of

hierarchical composites, as discussed earlier. This

behavior, which is often called a pseudo-ductile

behavior where hybridization of reinforcing materials

results in higher strain and fracture energy of

composites, was previously noticed mainly in case

of polymeric composites (Swolfs et al. 2014).

Improved ductile behavior of hierarchical cemen-

titious composites as resulted from the crack-bridging

of sisal fibers required good interfacial bonding

between sisal fibers and cementitious matrix to avoid

complete fiber pull-out from the matrix. However,

untreated sisal fibers were found to present an inferior

interface with cementitious composites (Lima et al.

2017).

It is very interesting to note in the present study that

the use of MCC significantly improved the sisal fiber-

cementitious matrix bonding as shown in Fig. 9. The

samples used for pull-out testing and the test setup are

shown in Fig. 9b, c. The pull-out force of sisal fibers

from the cementitious matrix improved by 54% and

51% using 0.1% MCC at 7 and 28 hydration periods,

respectively. The fracture surface (after flexural

testing), as shown in Fig. 9d, also showed good

fiber-matrix bonding leading to partial fiber pull-out

during fracture of composites. Previous studies

demonstrated that nanocellulose could improve the

hydration behavior of cement at the plant fiber surface

and improved the fiber-matrix bonding (Mohammad-

kazemi et al. 2015). As MCC particles were homoge-

neously dispersed in the matrix, MCC particles that

were present in the interfacial region improved cement

hydration and consequently, the bonding between the

fibers and the matrix. Another possible reason behind

improved interfacial strength could be the formation

of hydrogen bonds between the hydroxyl groups of

sisal fibers and MCC particles, as previously observed

in case of MCC reinforced hierarchical polymeric

composites (Pichandi et al. 2018).

Hydration behavior of plain mortar

and cementitious composites

The derivative weight loss (DTG) curves of plain

mortar and selected hierarchical cementitious com-

posites are shown in Fig. 10a. The DTG curves

showed four major peaks due to hydration reactions

occurred during setting of cementitious composites.

As reported by previous researchers, the first peak

(40–60 �C) was due the evaporation of water from

calcium silicate hydrate (C-S–H) phase, the second

peak (110–145 �C) was due to evaporation of water

from ettringite, the third peak (* 400 �C) was due to
the decomposition of calcium hydroxide Ca(OH)2 and
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the fourth peak (* 650 �C) represented the calcium

carbonate decomposition (Parveen et al. 2017b).

Enlarged views of these peaks for selected composites

are shown in Fig. 10b.

It can be observed that the intensity of C–S–H and

Ca(OH)2 peaks increased strongly in case of hierar-

chical composites as compared to plain mortar. This

clearly indicates formation of higher amount of

hydration products in case of hierarchical composites.

Moreover, the highest peak intensities were obtained

in case of hierarchical composites containing 0.1%

MCC indicating superior hydration in these hierarchi-

cal composites. The reason behind better hydration in

hierarchical composites could be the short circuit

diffusion (SCD) of water through MCC as proposed

earlier by Cao et al. for nanocellulose (Cao et al.

2015). Moreover, MCC could contribute to better

cement hydration by controlling release of water, i.e.

retaining water in the initial phase and slowly

releasing it as the hydration continued (Parveen et al.

2017b). Homogeneous (almost individual particle)

dispersion in case of 0.1% MCC resulted in higher

MCC surface area, which contributed to superior SCD

and water adsorption in the initial hydration phase and

resulted in better hydration. The peak of Ca(OH)2 of

hierarchical composites at different hydration periods,

as shown in Fig. 10c, also indicated that the amount of

Ca(OH)2 increased as the hydration period increased

from 4 h to 56 days. In Fig. 10b, it can be clearly

observed that plain mortar showed the highest peak of

CaCO3 among all other cementitious composites. The

hierarchical composites suppressed the formation of

CaCO3 due to less penetration of atmospheric CO2 to

react with Ca(OH)2. This occurred due to a denser

microstructure resulting from better hydration prod-

ucts. Previous studies also reported lower CaCO3

formation in case of CNT, MCC, and MCC-CNT

hierarchical cementitious composites (Parveen et al.

2015, 2017b; Alshaghel et al. 2018). This finding was

further supported by the porosity measurements as

discussed in ‘‘Degradation of cementitious compos-

ites’’ section. The lowest formation of CaCO3 in case

of 0.1% MCC containing hierarchical composites

could be attributed to better MCC dispersion that

Fig. 7 Crack propagation behavior of plain mortar as studied by DIC method
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Fig. 8 Crack propagation behavior of a hierarchical composite as studied by DIC method

Table 4 Properties of the

fracture - crack propagation
Samples Time

Fracture initiation At the peak load End of the test

Plain mortar 2 min 20 s 2 min 20 s 8 min 22 s

0.5% sisal 2 min 4 min 24 s 12 min 18 s

0.1% MCC ? 0.5% sisal 2 min 30 s 4 min 6 s 24 min 44 s
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improved the microstructure of these composites. An

increase in MCC concentration increased MCC

agglomeration and therefore, reduced the favorable

effects of MCC addition. Lower carbonation of

hierarchical composites is expected to enhance their

durability as carbonation is a potential cause of

corrosion of steel reinforcements and resulting dete-

rioration of concrete’s mechanical properties (Chen

et al. 2019).

XRD analysis of plain mortar and selected hierar-

chical cementitious composite (0.1% MCC ? 0.50%

sisal), presented in Fig. 11, further supports the

observation of DTG analysis. XRD analysis charac-

terized various products formed during the hydration

process (Cao et al. 2015; Parveen et al. 2017b). The

XRD spectra of both plain mortar and hierarchical

composites showed the peaks for Ca(OH)2 and its

intensity represents the degree of hydration in the

composites (Parveen et al. 2017b; Yang et al. 2017).

The presence of higher intensity of Ca(OH)2 peaks in

hierarchical composites as compared to plain mortar

indicates higher degree of hydration (Parveen et al.

2017b; Yang et al. 2017), as also observed from the

DTG analysis.

Earlier studies on MCC and CNT-based and MCC-

CNT hierarchical cementitious composites also

reported intense Ca(OH)2 peaks in the XRD spectra

due to better hydration and formation of higher

amount of hydration products (Parveen et al.

2015, 2017b, 2018; Alshaghel et al. 2018; Silva

et al. 2018). It was also interesting to note that the

peaks near 25� and 40� disappeared in the composite

sample. These peaks were due to dicalcium silicate

(C2S) and tricalcium silicate (C3S), which were

present in the cement powder and underwent the

hydration reaction to produce Ca(OH)2 and other

hydration products (Kontoleontos et al. 2013). These

peaks are usually present in the XRD spectra of

cement powder and disappear once hydration is

complete. Therefore, the disappearance of these peaks

in the composite sample indicates superior hydration

and conversion of C2S and C3S into various hydration

products, whereas their presence in the plain mortar

indicates that some unreacted C2S and C3S were

present in the plan mortar after 28 days of hydration.

Fig. 9 Single fibre pull-out loads for plain mortar and mortar

containing MCC and CTAB (a), samples used for pull-out

testing (b), the pull-out test setup (c) and fibre-matrix bonding in

hierarchical composite (d) [the arrow shows the bonding region

of sisal fibres with cementitious matrix]
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Density and porosity of plain mortar

and hierarchical composites

Density, average pore size and porosity, as character-

ized by MIP, of plain mortar and selected hierarchical

cementitious composite (0.1% MCC ? 0.5% sisal) is

listed in Table 5. The intruded volume of mercury in

these samples is presented in Fig. 17 (Appendix). It is

clear that the hierarchical composite presented a

higher density along with a lower average pore size

and overall porosity as compared to plain mortar. This

confirmed the formation of a better microstructure in

case of hierarchical composites as also confirmed from

the TGA analysis. Earlier studies also reported lower

average pore size in case of CNT, NCC, MCC and

CNT-MCC hierarchical composites (Parveen et al.

2015, 2017b, 2018; Alshaghel et al. 2018; Silva et al.

2018;Wang et al. 2020). While due to their nano-sized

structure CNTs could reduce pore size of cementitious

composites by their pore-filling effect (Parveen et al.

2015; Chen et al. 2019), the formation of higher

amount of hydration products was the main reason

behind improved microstructure of MCC based com-

posites (Parveen et al. 2017b, 2018). In spite of

reduced pore size, an increase in the overall porosity

was previously noticed in MCC based composites due

to MCC agglomeration (Parveen et al. 2017b, 2018).

However, the reduction of both pore size and porosity

in the present study confirmed that a homogeneous

Fig. 10 DTG curves (a) of plain mortar and hierarchical

cementitious composites with MCC (0.1–1.5%) and sisal fibers

(0.50%) and enlarged views (b) of major DTG peaks, i.e.

evaporation of water, decomposition of Ca(OH)2 and

decomposition of CaCO3 and Ca(OH)2 peaks (c) of hierarchical
composites (0.1% MCC ? 0.5% sisal) at different hydration

periods

Fig. 11 XRD spectra of plain mortar and hierarchical

composites
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MCC dispersion with negligible MCC agglomeration

was achieved using CTAB at 0.1 wt% MCC.

The porosity data was further supported by the

water absorption results of plain mortar and hierar-

chical composites listed in Table 5 and graphically

presented in Fig. 12. As shown in Fig. 12a, the

capillary water absorption reduced significantly over

a prolonged time period (studied up to 200 min0.5, i.e.

28 days) in hierarchical composites due to reduced

porosity. The co-efficient of capillary water absorp-

tion, calculated from the slope of linear region of water

absorption curve (Fig. 12b), was also higher in case of

plain mortar. Therefore, addition ofMCC significantly

reduced the water penetration within cementitious

composites.

Carbonation resistance of cementitious composites

Carbonation of concrete occurs due to penetration of

atmospheric CO2 through the capillary pores and

subsequent reaction with the hydration products to

form CaCO3 (Cao et al. 2015). Previous studies

demonstrated improved carbonation resistance of

cementitious composites due to CNT addition result-

ing from their crack bridging effect (Carriço et al.

2018).

The carbonation resistance of plain mortar and

hierarchical cementitious composites after 2, 4, 9, 14,

21, 28, 56 and 70 days of exposure periods is shown in

Fig. 13. It is possible to see clearly that carbonation

started in case of plain mortar within 2 days (indicated

by an arrow in Fig. 13a), while in the hierarchical

composite the carbonation started only after 9 days

(Fig. 13b). The delayed carbonation in case of hier-

archical composites was attributed to the lower

average porosity and pore size, as discussed earlier,

which allowed lower penetration of CO2 into the

composite. This observation is in complete agreement

with the results of water absorption and CaCO3

formation in DTG analysis. A refined and dense

microstructure in case of hierarchical composites

resulted in lower water absorption and CO2 penetra-

tion during cement hydration as well as in the

carbonation test.

Degradation of cementitious composites

The compressive strength of hierarchical composite

(containing 0.1% MCC and 0.5% sisal fiber) at

different ageing cycles is shown in Fig. 14a.

It can be clearly observed that there was no

significant change in the compressive strength after

Table 5 Density of plain mortar and selected hierarchical cementitious composites

Samples Density

(g/cm3)

Average Pore

Diameter (nm)

Porosity (%) Coefficient of water

absorption kg/(m2 min0.5)

Plain mortar 2.39 44.1 13.7 0.065

0.1% MCC ? 0.5% sisal ? CTAB 2.46 34.7 12.3 0.057

Fig. 12 Capillary water absorption of plain mortar and cementitious composites over the whole time range (a) and in initial linear

range of the absorption curve (b)
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90 ageing cycles. A slight increase in compressive

strength in the initial ageing cycles could be due to

continued hydration process with time. Previous

studies suggested that sisal fibers could degrade in

the alkaline pH of cementitious composites (Wei and

Meyer 2014; de Klerk et al. 2020) and consequently,

hierarchical composites containing sisal fibers could

lose their mechanical properties with degradation

period. However, no strength loss in the developed

hierarchical composites suggested adequate stability

of sisal fibers within these composites, which has been

further confirmed through FTIR and SEM studies.

Figure 14b shows FTIR spectra of raw sisal fibers and

sisal fibers extracted from the hierarchical composites.

It can be noticed that the sisal fibers embedded in the

composite showed identical characteristics peaks (e.g.

3700–3000 cm-1 for OH group, 2924 cm-1 due C-H

stretching in cellulose and hemicellulose, 1732 cm-1

stretching of carboxyl and acetyl groups in hemicel-

lulose and lignin, 1605 cm-1 due to aromatic groups

in lignin, 1238 cm-1 due to acetyl groups in

hemicellulose and aryl group in lignin, 1030 cm-1

attributed to C-O stretching in lignin, etc.), as also

observed in case of raw sisal fibers (Fernandes et al.

2013). This confirmed that the sisal fibers were not

degraded and their chemical structure was intact after

90 ageing cycles. Figure 14c shows the morphology of

sisal fibers after different ageing periods. It can be

observed that sisal fibers maintained similar morphol-

ogy after the aging period without any noticeable

physical damage. Earlier studies demonstrated the

ability of coated nanocellulose in reducing fiber

mineralization (through reduction in the penetration

of alkaline ions into the plant fiber structure) and

degradation in cementitious matrices (Mohammad-

kazemi et al. 2015), which was also achieved with

MCC in the present study. All these observations

suggested that the developed hierarchical composites

have adequate durability for using them in construc-

tion applications.

Fig. 13 Carbonation in plain mortar (a) and 0.1% MCC ? 0.5% sisal based composites (b)
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Conclusions

In this work, new hierarchical cementitious compos-

ites were developed using short sisal fibers (20 mm,

0.25 and 0.5 wt% of cement) and MCC (0.1–1.5 wt%)

using CTAB as the dispersing agent and characterized

for MCC dispersion, flow behavior of mortar paste,

density, porosity, hydration products, mechanical

properties, carbonation resistance and durability of

cementitious composites. Following conclusions were

made from this study:

• MCC aqueous suspensions showed increased

agglomeration and reduced stability with increase

in MCC concentration. The optimum MCC dis-

persion was achieved with 40% CTAB (on the

weight of MCC), which was used for the fabrica-

tion of cementitious composites.

• AmongMCC and sisal fibers, MCC showed higher

influence on the flow properties of mortar paste due

to their higher surface area andmoisture absorption

property. At the same sisal fiber content flow

properties of fresh mortar first decreased up to

0.2%MCC due to rapid water absorption by MCC,

then increased up to 0.8% MCC mainly due to

increased amount of CTAB used and after that it

started to decrease again due to severe MCC

agglomeration. Also, a CTAB: TBP ratio of 1:1

was found to be optimum to suppress foam

formation and reduce porosity in cementitious

composites.

• In hierarchical composites, compressive and flex-

ural strengths improved significantly at 0.1 wt%

MCC and further increase in MCC concentration

reduced mechanical strengths drastically due to

MCC agglomeration. Although the effect of sisal

fibers on compressive strength was not positive, an

increase in sisal fiber content in hierarchical

composites from 0.25 to 0.5 wt% resulted in an

improved flexural strength mainly due to crack-

Fig. 14 Durability study of developed hierarchical composites showing the effect of degradation cycle on (a) change in compressive

strength (b) chemical structure and (c) physical surface morphology
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bridging effect of sisal fibers. Hierarchical com-

posites containing 0.1% MCC with 0.5% sisal

fibers showed * 24% and 18% higher flexural and

compressive strengths, respectively as compared to

plain mortar.

• Hierarchical scale composites showed a synergis-

tic effect on the fracture behavior resulting in a

slower crack initiation and propagation as com-

pared to both sisal fiber-reinforced and plain

mortar composites. The fracture energy of hierar-

chical composites improved by 40% as compared

to plain mortar composites. Hierarchical compos-

ites also demonstrated superior sisal fiber-matrix

bonding due to positive influence of MCC on

composite’s interface.

• Hierarchical composites showed formation of a

higher amount of hydration products as confirmed

from the DTG and XRD analyses. As a result, a

decrease in porosity and average pore size accom-

panied by an increase in density was observed in

hierarchical composites. The lower porosity of

hierarchical composites reduced the water absorp-

tion and penetration of CO2, resulting in an

increase in the carbonation resistance. The hierar-

chical composites were also durable without any

noticeable damage to the sisal fibers up to 90

accelerated ageing cycles.

Therefore, the developed new hierarchical cemen-

titious composites containing MCC and sisal fibers

hold great promise in construction applications due to

their superior mechanical strengths, fracture energy

and durability, besides they can bemanufactured using

low-cost, renewable and eco-friendly plant-based raw

materials.
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